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It would be useless to attempt to trace in detail the changes in the relative value of gold and silver that occurred at different times after the conquest of Persia by Alexander. As a rule we have nothing but isolated facts to depend on, and we cannot always rely on the accuracy of the statements in which they are recorded. There is, however, sufficient evidence to show that the ratio of 12J to one prevailed at Rome for 150 years after the return of Julius Caesar from Gaul. It must suffice to say that, so far as we know, civilised states of any magnitude usually fixed a ratio between gold and silver when used as money, though the ratio was sometimes changed.1
1 It may be noted that the Romans used copper as currency before they adopted silver. At that time the Latins had considerable commercial intercourse with the Greek colonies in Sicily where silver was used. To facilitate trade, a fixed ratio of exchange between silver and copper was adopted, and it must have lasted for a considerable time, since the Sicilians found it worth while to coin a silver coin, which at the fixed ratio of exchange was the exact equivalent of one pound of copper.
" Indeed, among all the Greek systems of weight and money, the Sicilian alone was brought into a determinate relation with the Italian copper system : not only was the value of silver set down conventionally and perhaps legally as two hundred and fifty times that of copper, but the equivalent in this computation of a Sicilian pound of copper—l/120th of an Attic Talent, 2/3rds of the Boman pound—was in very early times struck, especially at Syracuse, as a silver coin (\irpa dpyvplov, i.e. pound of copper in silver)."— Mommsen.
When the Ronufiia began to use silver instead of copper they made the transfer at the same ratio—250 of copper to one of silver. Other facts could also be given which show that there has always been a tendency to get rid of the inconvenience arising from the use of two Media of Exchange by adopting a fixed ratio of relative value.

